Cinema
The English English Podcast S01E15
Glossary (in chronological order)
Whisper-To speak very quietly so that no one hears you
Laughter- the sound you make when something is very funny
Screen- the part of a phone, TV, computer, or the flat panel at the movie theatre that
you use to see images or videos
Popcorn- a food eaten at the cinema made from kernels of corn
Knitting- a hobby, making clothing or blankets by putting wool together with needles
Dubbed- when a TV show or movie is shown in a language different than its original
Genres- different categories of movies such as action, sci-fi or horror
Black Comedy-a type of humor that makes serious topics or themes funny
Thriller- a movie genre that is very exciting, usually involving a twist in the plot, such
as spy or crime movies
‘Feel-good’- causing a feeling of happiness
Courgette (UK)/Zucchini (US)- a long green summer vegetable
Listen and put the words above into the sentences below
1) You can’t even _______? You shouldn’t talk. Silence!
2) ___________ is absolutely acceptable.
3) She would sort of shout at the _____________.
4) ________ is quite annoying, but not as annoying as sweets wrapped in plastic.
5) No hobbies. No ___________.
6) I always watch films ___________ because that is the only option here.
7) What are some of your favorite or least favorite movie ______?
8) I don’t mind if its stupid comedies, intelligent comedies or _________.
9) I would always gravitate towards sci-fi, ________, suspense and comedy.
10) So it’s a ________ musical?
11) I have a recommendation for an animated film called ¨My Life as a
____________.
Comprehension Questions
What should people not do at the movies according to Dave and John?
What should people do?
Which movies are mentioned in the podcast and why?
Which movie genres are mentioned in the podcast?
Conversation Questions
Do you usually watch movies in the theatre or at home?
What do people do at the movies that annoy you?
What are some of your favorite/least favorite movies?
If you could make a movie, what would it be about and what genre would it be?

